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California
Employment Law
2022 Year-End Update
2021 has brought sweeping changes to California’s legal landscape, as
legislators work to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on
businesses and the court system copes with an overwhelming backlog of
cases. In this edition of our Year-End Update, nd an introduction to the laws
and cases that will most signi cantly affect employers in 2022.
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Employment-Related Legislation Passed in 2021
WAGE AND H OUR
The following is a
summary of the
most notable
employment-related
laws the legislature
passed in 2021.
All bills take effect
on January 1, 2022,
unless otherwise
noted.
Find more
information on
these and other
employment laws
on our blog.

Warehouse Distribution Center Quotas
(Assembly Bill 701)
AB 701 requires certain employers to provide each nonexempt
employee who works at a warehouse distribution center with a
written description of each quota to which they are subject. The
bill also prohibits employers from taking adverse action against
employees for failing to meet certain undisclosed or
noncompliant quotas, and from establishing quotas that prevent
compliance with meal or rest periods, use of bathroom facilities,
or occupational health and safety laws. Amongst other
provisions, the bill also places more requirements on the Labor
Commissioner and Division of Occupational Safety and Health
to develop standards and regulate with regard to workplace
safety in warehouse distribution centers.

Wage Theft Punishable as Grand Theft
(Assembly Bill 1003)
AB 1003 makes the intentional theft of wages, including
gratuities, by an employer in an amount greater than $950 from
any one employee, or $2,350 from 2 or more employees in
aggregate, in any consecutive 12-month period, punishable as
grand theft. Wages (including gratuities, bene ts, or other
compensation) that are the subject of prosecution under this bill
may be recovered as restitution. Signi cantly, this bill includes
independent contractors as covered “employees.”

Garment Manufacturing Wage Theft
(Senate Bill 62)
In a move to curb wage theft in the garment manufacturing
industry, SB 62 eliminates the industry’s use of the piece-rate
pay system, requiring hourly wages for garment workers. The
bill also imposes joint and several liability on “brand guarantors”
for wage violations committed by their garment manufacturing
vendors. For the purposes of this bill, a “brand guarantor” is
de ned as “a person contracting for the performance of
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garment manufacturing, as speci ed, regardless of whether the person with whom they
contract performs manufacturing operations or hires a contractor or subcontractor to perform
manufacturing operations.” In practice, this will mean that entities such as clothing retailers
and “brands” can be held jointly liable for wage and hour violations committed by their
garment manufacturing contractors (and their contractors’ subcontractors).

Labor-Related Liabilities for Direct Contractors
(Senate Bill 727)
Under certain circumstances, for private construction contracts, direct contractors in California
must assume and are liable for debt owed to a wage claimant by a subcontractor. Notably, SB
727 extends this liability to include penalties, liquidated damages, and interest owed to the
wage claimant by the subcontractor.

EMPLOYEE HEALTH AND B EN EFITS
Wild re Smoke Health Emergencies
(Assembly Bill 73)
AB 73 expands workplace protections from wild re smoke. Speci cally, the bill includes
wild re smoke events as “health emergencies” and agricultural workers as “essential workers”
for the purposes of workplace Health & Safety Code section 131021, which requires the State
Department of Public Health and Of ce of Emergency Services to stockpile and manage the
distribution of personal protective equipment (PPE). Cal/OSHA will also be required to
update employer wild re smoke training requirements. As an urgency statute, the provisions
of this bill took effect immediately on September 27, 2021.

Public Employee Health Protection Act
(Assembly Bill 237)
AB 237 enacts the Public Employee Health Protection Act, which will require covered
employers to maintain enrolled employees’ health care or other medical coverage while they
participate in an authorized strike.

COVID-19 Exposure Noti cations
(Assembly Bill 654)
AB 654 clari es 2020’s AB 685, which imposes noti cation and reporting requirements on
employers when there is a potential COVID-19 exposure in the workplace. Signi cantly, when
an employer is required to give notice to the relevant local public health agency of a
COVID-19 outbreak, the employer must now give that notice within the later of 48 hours or
one business day of being noti ed of enough COVID-19 cases to constitute an outbreak. The
bill also expands the list of employers exempt from the COVID-19 outbreak reporting
requirement to include various licensed entities, such as adult day health centers and child
day care facilities. As an urgency statute, the bill’s provisions took effect immediately on
October 5, 2021.
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Adjustments to California Family Rights Act (CFRA)
(Assembly Bill 1033)
AB 1033 includes leave to care for a parent-in-law within the de nition of family care and
medical leave under the CFRA. Additionally, the bill amends the CFRA’s small employer
family leave mediation pilot program, primarily by imposing heightened notice and other
procedural requirements on both employees and the Department of Fair Employment and
Housing (DFEH) under certain circumstances when an employee alleges an employer’s
violation of speci ed family care and medical leave provisions. Employers are wise to ensure
that careful documentation is made when employees are taking leave.

Large Group Health Insurance
(Senate Bill 255)
Under certain circumstances, SB 255 will allow speci ed groups of employers to offer large
group health care service plans or large group health insurance policies consistent with the
federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) rules.

Cal/OSHA: Regulating Employer Violations and Retaliation
(Senate Bill 606)
When Cal/OSHA believes an employer has willfully and “egregiously” violated an
occupational safety or health standard, order, or regulation, this bill requires the division to
issue a citation for each violation, with each employee exposed to that violation considered a
separate violation for the purposes of issuing nes and penalties.
Importantly, the bill also establishes a rebuttable presumption that a violation committed by
an employer that has multiple worksites is enterprise-wide if an employer has a written policy
or procedure that violates the provisions of the bill or the division has evidence of a pattern
or practice of the same violation involving more than one of the employer’s worksites. The
division is then authorized to issue an enterprise-wide citation requiring enterprise-wide
abatement if the employer fails to rebut such a presumption. A violation is considered
“egregious” under this bill if one or more of the following is true:
The employer, intentionally, through conscious, voluntary action or inaction, made no
reasonable effort to eliminate the known violation.
The violations resulted in worker fatalities, a worksite catastrophe, or a large number of injuries
or illnesses. For the purposes of these provisions, “catastrophe” means the inpatient
hospitalization, regardless of duration, of three or more employees resulting from an injury,
illness, or exposure caused by a workplace hazard or condition.
The violations resulted in persistently high rates of worker injuries or illnesses.
The employer has an extensive history of prior violations of this part.
The employer has intentionally disregarded their health and safety responsibilities.
The employer’s conduct, taken as a whole, amounts to clear bad faith in the performance of
their duties under this part.
The employer has committed a large number of violations so as to undermine signi cantly the
effectiveness of any safety and health program that may be in place.

•

•
•
•
•

•
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GENETIC IN FORMATION
Genetic Data Privacy
(Assembly Bill 825)
Under current law, certain entities, such as businesses and government agencies, that own or
license computerized data that includes “personal information” are required to disclose data
breaches to speci ed parties. Covered businesses who maintain personal information about
a California resident must also implement and maintain reasonable security procedures and
practices. AB 654 includes genetic data—de ned as any data, regardless of its format, that
results from the analysis of a biological sample of an individual, or other source, and concerns
genetic material—as personal information for the purposes of these data security
requirements.

Genetic Information Privacy Act
(Senate Bill 41)
SB 41 enacts the Genetic Information Privacy Act, which imposes several new restrictions and
requirements on direct-to-consumer genetic testing companies. These companies will be
required to obtain a consumer’s express consent and to notify consumers of their policies
and procedures for the collection, use, maintenance, and disclosure of genetic data. Covered
companies must also honor a consumer’s revocation of consent in accordance with certain
procedures, and destroy a consumer’s biological sample within 30 days of revocation of
consent. Additionally, these companies must implement and maintain reasonable procedures
and practices to protect consumers' genetic data, and to enable consumers to access and
delete their accounts and genetic data.

CIVIL RI GHTS
Workplace Sex Discrimination
(Executive Order 13988)
On January 20, 2021, President Biden signed an Executive Order codifying and extending the
2020 verdict in Bostock v. Clayton County, in which the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that
employers who terminate a worker for identifying as gay or transgender violate Title VII’s
prohibition on sex discrimination.

The “Silenced No More Act”
(Senate Bill 331)
SB 331 (coined the Silenced No More Act) requires employers that adopt nondisclosure
agreements or similar contractual provisions as a condition of employment to include a
clause in the agreement stating: “Nothing in this agreement prevents you from discussing or
disclosing information about unlawful acts in the workplace, such as harassment or
discrimination or any other conduct that you have reason to believe is unlawful.” Any clauses
2022 Employment Law Update 6
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in these agreements that restrict an employee’s ability to discuss conduct the employee
believes is unlawful, including any type of unlawful discrimination, will be unenforceable. The
bill also expands California’s prohibition on con dentiality provisions in settlement
agreements to include all acts of workplace harassment, discrimination, or retaliation—not just
sexual harassment or discrimination.

Elimination of Subminimum Wage Program for Persons with Disabilities
(Senate Bill 639)
Under current law, the Industrial Welfare Commission may issue special licenses to
employees with disabilities authorizing them to work at a wage less than the minimum wage.
This bill will prohibit the issuance of these licenses after January 1, 2022, and will restrict their
renewal by existing licenseholders. Employees with disabilities will be prohibited from being
paid less than the legal minimum wage or the applicable local minimum wage beginning on
the later of January 1, 2025, or when a multiyear phaseout plan is released.

DFEH Enforcement
(Senate Bill 807)
Under the Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA), speci ed employers, labor
organizations, and employment agencies are required to maintain certain employmentrelated records and les for at least two years. SB 807 expands this record retention
requirement from two years to four years. SB 807 also clari es and makes several changes to
the enforcement procedures of the Department of Fair Employment and Housing (DFEH).
Employers should update their document retention policies accordingly.

MISCELL AN EOUS
Hospitality Industry: Right of Recall
(Senate Bill 93)
Senate Bill (SB) 93 requires employers in the hospitality industry (including hotels, private
clubs, event centers, airport hospitality operations, airport service providers, and building
services) to rst offer open positions to former employees quali ed for the position who were
laid off due to the COVID-19 pandemic, based on seniority. Laid-off employees are
considered quali ed for a position if they held the same or a similar position at the time of the
layoff. SB 93’s provisions took effect on April 16, 2021, and will expire on December 31, 2024.
Read More

Email Notices from Employers
(Senate Bill 657)
When employers are required to physically post information, SB 657 allows employers to
additionally distribute that information to employees by email with the document(s) attached.
This provision does not alter the employer’s obligation to physically display the required
posting.
2022 Employment Law Update 7
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California Case Law Update
*See page 17 for a glossary of terms introducing employment laws mentioned in this section

EMPLOYMEN T D ISCRIM INAT ION
In its valiant
efforts to protect
and expand
workers’ rights,
the California
court system can
be a bit of a bear
for employers.
In 2021, this was
(mostly) the case.
Introduced here
are some of the
most significant
verdicts from the
Ninth Circuit and
state courts
affecting
California
employers and
workers this year.
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Rising to the Occasion
(Freyd v. University of Oregon)
In a suit against the University of Oregon, professor Jennifer Freyd
primarily alleged that the University’s practice of awarding
“retention raises” to faculty when they are courted by other
employers violates the gender discrimination provisions in Title VII
and the Equal Pay Act (EPA). In order to establish her
discrimination claims under Title VII and the EPA, Freyd was
required to demonstrate that: (1) employees of the opposite sex
were paid different wages for equal work, (2) the jobs being
compared were substantially equal, (3) a facially neutral
employment practice had a signi cantly discriminatory impact on
a protected group, and (4) the challenged practice was either not
job related or not consistent with business necessity. Importantly,
the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals found in its ruling that even if a
“facially neutral” practice (such as a “retention raise”) is found to
be “job related and consistent with business necessity,” the
plaintiff may still prevail by showing that the employer refuses to
adopt an available alternative practice that has less disparate
impact and serves the employer’s legitimate needs.

A Failure to Promote
(Pollock v. Tri-Modal Distribution Services, Inc.)
Plaintiff Pamela Pollock, an employee of Tri-Modal Distribution
Services, led suit under the Fair Employment and Housing Act
(FEHA) alleging that she had been passed over for several
promotions because she refused to have sex with the
corporation’s executive vice-president. This particular appeal
challenged the promotion of Leticia Gonzalez, who accepted a
promotion in March 2017, which took effect on May 1, 2017.
Previously, litigants seeking relief under the FEHA were required
to le an administrative complaint with the Department of Fair
Employment and Housing (DFEH) within one year “from the date
upon which the alleged unlawful practice occurred.” (Note:
2022 Employment Law Update 8

litigants now have three years to le with the DFEH.) As Pollock led her complaint with the
DFEH in April 2018, if the failure to promote occurred on May 1, 2017, her complaint was
timely led. If it occurred in March 2017, her complaint was led a month too late.
In Pollock, the California Supreme Court principally granted the appeal review to determine
when the statute of limitations in a failure to promote case brought under the harassment
provisions of FEHA begins to run. The Court determined that the statute of limitations did not
start to run in either March or May 2017; instead, a FEHA claim accrues, and the statute of
limitations begins to toll, “at the point when an employee knows or reasonably should know
of the employer’s allegedly unlawful refusal to promote the employee.” In Pollock’s case,
there was no evidence to establish when she knew that she was passed over for a promotion.
Therefore, the trial court was incorrect to use the March 2017 date when Gonzalez accepted
the promotion, and would have also been incorrect to use the May 2017 date when Gonzalez
started in the position. The Court noted that “what starts the clock is the employee's actual or
constructive knowledge of the employer's decision.”

What’s in a Name?
(Clark v. Superior Court)
In an administrative complaint to the California Department of Fair Employment and Housing
(DFEH), Alicia Clark, an employee of the defendant, misidenti ed the defendant’s proper
legal name. A trial court dismissed her civil claim at the request of the defendant on the
grounds that she did not exhaust her administrative remedies as required by the Fair
Employment and Housing Act (FEHA). The appellate court reversed this dismissal, ruling that
Clark could continue with her FEHA suit in spite of the error. The court noted that, while
employers may utilize all permissible defenses to employment discrimination claims,
employers should not interpret FEHA’s exhaustion requirement as a “procedural gotcha” for
ensuring technical victories.

Aiding and Abetting
(Smith v. BP Lubricants USA Inc.)
A salesperson from B.P. Lubricants allegedly directed racist and offensive comments towards
Robert Smith during a seminar held by Smith’s employer, Jiffy Lube. Smith subsequently led
suit against B.P. Lubricants and the salesperson for, primarily, “aiding and abetting” racial
discrimination and harassment by his employer, Jiffy Lube, under the FEHA, and also sued for
racial discrimination under California’s Unruh Act as well as intentional in iction of emotional
distress. Importantly, the court noted that the defendants were liable under the FEHA for the
alleged “aiding and abetting” only if: (1) Jiffy Lube subjected Smith to discrimination and
harassment, (2) the defendants knew that Jiffy Lube’s conduct violated the FEHA, and (3) the
defendants gave Jiffy Lube “substantial assistance or encouragement” to violate FEHA. The
court ruled that Smith’s claims did not satisfy the second and third requirements, as he
presented no facts suggesting concerted activity between Jiffy Lube and the defendants to
violate FEHA, “which is the crux of an aiding and abetting claim.”
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On the Basis of Sex
(Meland v. Weber)
In 2018, California lawmakers created a quota for female board members by passing Senate
Bill (SB) 826. This bill is credited with accelerating the inclusion of women in white collar
industries, as well as setting a far-reaching example for responsible business practices.
However, the constitutionality of SB 826 has also been questioned.
In November 2019, Creighton Meland, Jr. led suit against California’s Secretary of State, who
is charged with enforcing SB 826, alleging that the bill violates the Equal Protection Clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment by requiring shareholders to discriminate on the basis of sex
when exercising their corporate voting rights. Speci cally, Meland alleged that in order to
comply with SB 826, OSI Systems, Inc. (OSI), of which he was a shareholder, was required to
add one female board member by the end of 2019, and two additional female board
members by the end of 2021. Meland intended on voting on board-member nominees in the
December 2019 shareholder meeting.
In December 2019, OSI elected a female board member to ll a vacant seat, satisfying the
bill’s quota. A district court granted the State of California’s motion to dismiss Meland’s
complaint for lack of Article III standing, reasoning that Meland had not suffered an injury in
fact because SB 826 imposes requirements on corporations, not shareholders, and did not
prevent Meland from voting for a male director. Moreover, the Court held that if Meland
could establish an individual injury, it would not be “actual or imminent” because OSI was in
compliance with SB 826.
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the trial court’s dismissal, holding that “because
Meland has plausibly alleged that SB 826 requires or encourages him to discriminate on the
basis of sex, he has adequately alleged that he has standing to challenge SB 826’s
constitutionality.”

What’s Fair is Fair
(Contreras-Velazquez v. Family Health Ctrs. of San Diego, Inc.)
Rosario Contreras-Velazquez (Velazquez) led suit against her former employer, Family Health
Centers of San Diego, Inc. (Family Health), alleging disability discrimination on the grounds
that her employment was unlawfully terminated after she suffered a work-related injury. After
a jury found Family Health not liable during the rst trial, the trial court found that the
evidence was insuf cient to support the jury’s verdict and ordered a retrial as to three of
Velazquez’s causes of action. At the subsequent trial, the jury found in favor of Velazquez, and
awarded her $915,645 in compensatory damages and $5 million in punitive damages, which
the trial court reduced to $915,645 in compensatory damages and $1.83 million in punitive
damages. The trial court reasoned that this 2:1 ratio of punitive to compensatory damages
was the maximum amount permissible under the Fourteenth Amendment’s due process
clause.
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The California Court of Appeal upheld the trial court’s reduction of the punitive damages
award, ruling that this 2:1 ratio was suf cient to account for Family Health’s “moderately
reprehensible” misconduct, especially in light of the fact that the $915,645 in compensatory
damages appeared to already contain a punitive element.

On One Condition…
(Chamber of Commerce of United States v. Bonta)
California Assembly Bill (AB) 51, which added § 432.6 to the California Labor Code, was
enacted in 2019 in part to prohibit employers from requiring employees as a condition of
employment to sign arbitration agreements related to employment disputes covered by the
California Labor Code and the Fair Employment Housing Act (FEHA). In 2020, a federal
district court ruled that AB 51 was not valid under federal law, and issued a preliminary
injunction prohibiting its enforcement.
On September 15, 2021, the Ninth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals partially reversed the district
court’s decision by vacating this preliminary injunction. The Ninth Circuit concluded that, as
§ 432.6 governs pre-agreement employer behavior by requiring employers to ensure that
covered contracts are “entered into as a matter of voluntary consent,” § 432.6 is not
preempted by the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA). Nonetheless, the appellate court upheld the
district court’s determination that the FAA preempts the civil and criminal penalties
associated with AB 51.
The injunction issued by the district court preventing AB 51 from taking effect remains in
place while a petition for rehearing en banc in the Ninth Circuit is pending. However, unless a
court overturns this decision, arbitration agreements that are mandatory terms of
employment entered into after January 1, 2020 will be unenforceable. Employers should
confer with counsel to ensure they are apprised of the impact in the event AB 51’s prohibition
against mandatory arbitration takes effect. Voluntary/optional agreements are not affected.

THE PRIVATE ATTORNEYS GENERAL ACT (PAGA)
Picking Venues
(Crestwood Behavioral Health, Inc. v. Superior Court)
Under California’s Private Attorneys General Act of 2004 (PAGA), “aggrieved employees” are
authorized to le lawsuits to recover civil penalties for Labor Code violations on behalf of
themselves, other employees, and the State of California. In Crestwood, a California appellate
court ruled that the venue in which a plaintiff les a PAGA complaint is not limited to the
location in which the plaintiff themself suffered Labor Code violations. Citing CCP § 393 and
CCP § 395.5, the court determined that plaintiffs may le a PAGA suit in any county in which
any allegedly aggrieved employee suffered a Labor Code violation, potentially exposing
employers to PAGA liability in any county in which they operate.
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Ignorance is a Double-Edged Sword
(Bernstein v. Virgin America, Inc.)
In Bernstein, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that airlines (and potentially other
interstate employers) with workers in California must comply with California’s meal and rest
break laws; less stringent standards under federal law do not pre-empt the California Labor
Code with respect to meal and rest breaks in the aviation industry. However, the court also
ruled that the airline in that particular case was not subject to heightened penalties for
repeated “subsequent” violations because the airline was “was not noti ed by the labor
commissioner or any court that it was subject to the California Labor Code until the district
court partially granted plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment.” While this judgment
potentially expands interstate employers’ liability under California state laws, it may also
decrease employers’ potential liability for violations that occur before receipt of any citation.

In the Absence of a Victim
(Magadia v. Wal-Mart Associates, Inc.)
The United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit largely vacated and reversed a
district court’s ruling in favor of Roderick Magadia, a Walmart employee, who led a class
action suit for alleged unpaid meal break premiums, inaccurate itemized wage statements,
unfair and unlawful business practices, and a PAGA claim. Perhaps most signi cantly, the
appellate court held that the plaintiff lacked Article III standing to bring a PAGA claim for
Walmart’s meal break violations, as he himself did not suffer injury. Speci cally, the court
observed that qui tam actions are generally an exception to the traditional Article III analysis,
and that PAGA’s features depart from the traditional criteria of qui tam statutes.

All the Time in the World
(Johnson v. Maxim Healthcare Services, Inc.)
In June 2019, plaintiff Gina Johnson sent notice to the California Labor and Workforce
Development Agency (LWDA) that an agreement she had signed in September 2016
contained a noncompetition clause, which is prohibited under California law. After Johnson
informed the LWDA that she intended to pursue a PAGA representative action on behalf of all
allegedly aggrieved employees that signed a similar agreement, and the LWDA did not
respond, Johnson led a complaint in the San Diego Superior Court. The court held that, as
Johnson’s individual claim was time-barred, she could not bring her representative PAGA
claim. A California Court of Appeals reversed this ruling, holding that aggrieved employees
whose individual claims are time-barred may still pursue representative PAGA claims.
Call My Agent

(Herrera v. Doctors Medical Center of Modesto, Inc.)
In Herrera, defendant Doctors Medical Center of Modesto, Inc. appealed an order by a trial
court denying its petition to compel arbitration of several Labor Code claims alleged by its
former employees, who were covered by various predispute arbitration agreements. A
California Court of Appeal af rmed the trial court’s ruling, interpreting the California Supreme
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Court’s decision in Iskanian v. CLS Transportation Los Angeles, LLC (2014) 59 Cal.4th 348 to
mean ‘“that PAGA representative claims for civil penalties are not subject to arbitration” under
a predispute arbitration agreement.’ Instead, as the defendant’s former employees are acting
as the state’s agent in bringing the alleged PAGA claims, and the state was not a party to any
arbitration agreements with the defendant, the arbitration agreements with the defendant’s
former employees are not enforceable as to the PAGA claims. The appellate court also
upheld the trial court’s interpretation that the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA) does not cover
PAGA claims, as they are not covered disputes between employers and employees arising
out of their contractual relationship.

WAGE AND HOUR
Noncompliance Comes at a Premium
(Ferra v. Loews Hollywood Hotel)
When an employer does not provide an employee a proper meal or rest break, California law
requires that “the employer…pay the employee one additional hour of pay at the employee's
regular rate of compensation.” In Ferra v. Loews Hollywood Hotel, the California Supreme
Court determined that the term “regular rate of compensation” for a premium wage has the
same meaning as “regular rate of pay” for calculating overtime, which includes hourly
earnings, salary, piecework earnings, at sum bonuses, commissions, and any other nondiscretionary income. Read More

‘Round the Clock
(Donohue v. AMN Services, LLC)
In Donahue v. AMN Services, employees claimed that sometimes they were not provided their
meal breaks on time (before the end of 5 hours of work) and meal breaks were less than 30
minutes. AMN’s time recording system rounded time punches to the nearest 10-minute
increments. AMN thought it had a failsafe to ask employees the reasons for an improper meal
break, but used rounded time punches to determine whether to ask about a violation. The
employees argued that this ignored meal periods that appeared to be compliant, but were in
fact less than thirty minutes due to rounding. In their decision, the California Supreme Court
held that employers may not round time punches for meal breaks, and cast doubt on the
viability of rounding time punches at all. Read More

1 + 0.5 = 1.5
(General Atomics v. Superior Court)
An employee of General Atomics led suit alleging that the company failed to correctly
identify the pay rate for overtime wages because her wage statement showed “0.5 times the
regular rate of pay rather than 1.5” times. The California Court of Appeal ruled that General
Atomics’ wage statements complied with the California Labor Code because the total pay
according to both the defendant’s and plaintiff’s calculations was exactly the same. Compliant
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wage statements must provide enough information so that the employee can gure out how
much they were paid.

Shaking the Wrong Hands
(Wilson-Davis v. SSP America Inc.)
Tramon Wilson-Davis led an individual and putative class action suit against his employer for
violations of various provisions of California’s wage and hour laws. His employer moved to
compel arbitration under the collective bargaining agreement established between the
employer and the labor union representing Wilson-Davis, but the motion was denied by the
trial court. The Court of Appeal af rmed the trial court’s denial, because the collective
bargaining agreement between the employer and the union provided for arbitration of
claims arising under the agreement, but did not waive the right to a judicial forum for claims
based on statutes.

Counting the Weeks
(Scalia v. Department of Transportation & Public Facilities)
The Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that, for the purposes of granting 12
“workweeks” of leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA), a “workweek”
is de ned as “a xed, pre-established period of seven consecutive days in which the
employer is operating.” The trial court had agreed with the plaintiff in referring to a
“workweek” as consisting of “time that an employee is actually required to be at work.”
Importantly, this case clari es how employers may calculate FMLA leave allocations for
employees with non-traditional, rotational schedules.
Do the Math

(Levanoff v. Dragas)
In California, the overtime rate of pay for non-exempt employees must be calculated using
speci ed multiples of an employee’s “regular rate of pay.” There are two established methods
for determining the “regular rate of pay” for employees who work at different rates of pay
during a single workweek:
1. The weighted average method, by which dual rate employees are paid for overtime
based on an hourly rate calculated by adding all hours worked in one pay period and
dividing that number into the employee’s total compensation for the pay period, or
2. The rate-in-effect method, by which dual rate employees are paid for overtime hours
based on the rate in effect when the overtime hours began.
In Levanoff, Plaintiffs argued that the defendants were required by California law to use the
weighted average method, which is endorsed by the California Division of Labor Standards
Enforcement (DLSE). The California appellate court af rmed a trial court’s decision that the
defendants did not violate California law by using the rate-in-effect method instead, noting
that the defendant’s dual-rate employees, including plaintiffs, received overall net greater
overtime pay under the rate-in-effect method than they would have received under the
weighted average method.
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WORKER CLASSIFICATION
Dynamex Retroactivity
(Vazquez v. Jan-Pro Franchising International, Inc.)
In a decision published on January 14, 2021, the California Supreme Court held that the 2018
Dynamex decision, which outlined a new standard for classifying workers as independent
contractors, applies retroactively. The decision in Dynamex will now apply to all non nal cases
predating the effective date of the Dynamex ruling. Learn more about classifying workers as
independent contractors under the ABC and Borello tests here. Read More

Turning a Blind Eye
(Usher v. White)
A group of service technicians led suit against White Communications and DirecTV, alleging
that they had been misclassi ed as independent contractors to bypass wage-and-hourrelated rules for qualifying employees. Later, the plaintiffs amended their complaint to
include two individual owners of White Communications as individual defendants under
California Labor Code § 558.1, which imposes liability on any employer or “owner, director,
of cer, or managing agent of the employer” for certain employment-related violations. The
California Court of Appeal upheld a trial court’s order granting one owner summary
judgment, reasoning that she “was not personally involved in the determination to classify
plaintiffs as independent contractors…and that she also lacked suf cient participation in the
operation and management of the employer to create a triable issue of material fact that she
caused the wage and hour violations.” Therefore, as the owner had no “personal
involvement” in the alleged violations, she was not personally liable.

MISCELLANEOUS
Crossing i’s and Dotting t’s
(Bannister v. Marinidence Opco, LLC)
After losing her job, Bannister led a discrimination, retaliation, and defamation suit against
her former employer, Marinidence. In response, Marinidence moved to compel enforcement
of an arbitration agreement Bannister allegedly electronically signed. However, Bannister
denied reviewing and signing any arbitration agreement and presented evidence that
con icted with Marinidence’s evidence of her signature on the agreement. The trial court and
Court of Appeal ruled that Marinidence failed to meet its burden to authenticate Bannister’s
electronic signature on the arbitration agreement, and denied the motion to compel
arbitration. Employers utilizing electronic signatures would be wise to utilize additional
safeguards so that it can be conclusively established that the employee electronically signed
documents that it intends to rely on.
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Small Fish, Small Pond
(Bruni v. The Edward Thomas Hospitality Corporation)
While the California Supreme Court has indicated that wrongful termination claims must be
predicated on violations of fundamental public policy, the Court had not clari ed whether
these claims could also arise from violations of local laws, as opposed to state laws. In Bruni,
the California Court of Appeals ruled that a wrongful termination claim “must be predicated
on a fundamental public policy that is expressed in a constitutional or statutory provision, as
opposed to a public policy that nds expression in a municipal ordinance.”

A Compelling Agreement
(Franklin v. Community Regional Medical Center)
Franklin, a nurse who works on assignment, signed a Mediation and Arbitration Policy and
Agreement with her employer, a staf ng agency. The agreement required Franklin to arbitrate
““all disputes that may arise out of or be related to [Franklin’s] employment.” In 2018, Franklin
brought a class and collective action against Community Regional Medical Center (Hospital),
where she was assigned to work and allegedly suffered wage and hour violations. While the
Hospital was not a signatory to the aforementioned arbitration agreement Franklin signed
with her employer, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals held that the Hospital could compel
arbitration because Franklin’s claims were “intimately founded in and intertwined with her
contracts with the staf ng agency.”

It Takes Two to Agree
(National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) v. Nexstar Broad., Inc.)
After a collective bargaining agreement (CBA) expired, the management of Nexstar
Broadcasting, Inc. (Nexstar) made two unilateral changes to the existing terms of the
conditions of employment for some of its employees. Speci cally, management began
requiring employees to complete new driving-related annual background checks and
posting employee work schedules two weeks—instead of four months—in advance. The Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the National Labor Relations Board’s decision holding that
Nexstar had committed unfair labor practices under the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA),
as “after a CBA has expired, unilateral changes by management are permissible only if the
CBA contained language explicitly providing that the relevant provision permitting such a
change would survive contract expiration.”

(Un)reliable Witnesses
(Zuniga v. Alexandria Care Center, LLC)
Plaintiff Rosalinda Zuniga led, amongst other claims, a PAGA claim against her employer,
Alexandria Care, for several wage-and-hour related violations. Zuniga planned on proving her
PAGA claim using the testimony of several witnesses, including experts Dr. Richard Drogin,
who performed statistical analyses of Alexandria Care's timekeeping and payroll records, and
Dean Van Dyke, whose company iBridge handled the conversion of Alexandria Care's
records from PDF’s to Excel spreadsheets. The trial court excluded both Van Dyke’s testimony
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and the spreadsheets from evidence, holding that Van Dyke was not quali ed as an expert to
testify about computer data processing and failed to provide the necessary foundation for the
iBridge spreadsheets. As Drogin’s testimony relied upon these inadmissible spreadsheets,
the trial court later ruled that his testimony would also not be considered.
The California Court of Appeals upheld the trial court’s decision in excluding the iBridge
spreadsheets and Van Dyke’s testimony. Signi cantly, however, the appellate court ruled that
the trial court erred in excluding Drogin’s testimony, as the California Evidence Code does
not limit an expert to the use of admissible evidence in forming an opinion, as long as the
basis for the opinion is “reliable.”

GLOSSA RY
See below for a brief introduction to employment-related laws referred to in this section. Follow the
links for more detailed information.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII)

Title VII is a federal law that protects employees and job applicants from employment
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, and national origin. Learn More

The Equal Pay Act of 1963 (EPA)

The EPA is a federal law that prohibits sex-based wage discrimination between men
and women in the same establishment who perform jobs that require substantially
equal skill, effort, and responsibility under similar working conditions. Learn More

The Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA)

The FMLA is a federal law that entitles eligible employees of covered employers to
take unpaid, job-protected leave (generally 12 months) for speci c family and medical
reasons with continuation of group health insurance coverage. Learn More

The Fair Employment Housing Act (FEHA)

The FEHA is the primary California law that prohibits employers from discriminating
against individuals based on certain protected characteristics. Learn More

The Unruh Civil Rights Act (Unruh Act)

The Unruh Act is a California law that provides protection against discrimination based
on certain protected characteristics in housing and public accommodations, including
business establishments. Learn More

The Private Attorneys General Act (PAGA)

PAGA authorizes aggrieved employees to le lawsuits to recover civil penalties on
behalf of themselves, other employees, and the State of California for Labor Code
violations. Learn More
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2021-2022 California Minimum Wage Report
Jurisdiction

2021 Rate

2022 Rate

State of California

$14.00/hour (26+ employees)
$13.00/hour (1-25 employees)

$15.00/hour
$14.00/hour

Alameda

$15.00/hour

Belmont

$15.90/hour

Berkeley

$16.32/hour

Burlingame

$15.00/hour

Cupertino

$15.65/hour

Daly City

$15.00/hour

Emeryville

$17.13/hour

Fremont

$15.25/hour (26+ employees)
$15.00/hour (1-25 employees)

With some exceptions,
almost all employees in
California must be paid the
minimum wage as required
by state law. Many local
entities in California (ie. cities
and counties) have adopted
ordinances establishing a
higher minimum wage
rate for employees working
within their jurisdiction.
When local minimum wage
rates exceed the state
minimum wage, employers
are required to comply with
the local wage rate.

Los Angeles

(City and Unincorporated Areas of County)

$15.00/hour

Malibu

$15.00/hour

Milpitas

$15.65/hour

Novato

$15.24/hour (100+ employees)
$15.00/hour (26-99 employees)
$14.00/hour (1-25 employees)

Pasadena

$15.00/hour

San Francisco

$16.32/hour

South San Francisco

$15.25/hour

San Leandro

$15.00/hour

Santa Monica

$15.00/hour

Santa Rosa

$15.20/hour

The Maloney Firm, APC

Click this link to access more
information on California
State's Minimum Wage Law.

Wage rates may also be
subject to yearly increases in
accordance with the
Consumer Price Index. View
the text of local minimum
wage ordinances (linked
under each jurisdiction) for
more detailed information.
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